
Praise for Rory McGregor’s Previous Edinburgh Shows 

Contrast  

(Short run at Greenside, Gambit Theatre 2014). Contrast received four commendations 

from NSDF for writing (Rory McGregor), production (Andy Bewley) and acting (Max 

Fitzroy-Stone and Joseph Williams). 

**** (Four Stars) ‘The vocabulary was poetic and so erudite…I expect Gambit to be 

producing shows which will soon rule the world’s biggest festival… Contrast is the start of an 

avalanche of regal theatre targeting a humanness that is common to all of us’ ArtsAward 

Voice 

‘Subtle and thought-provoking… this is a highly accomplished production’ FringeGuru 

The Greenville Ghost  

(C Venues, Theatre 503, Queen Jane Productions 2014) 

**** (Four Stars) – The Scotsman 

**** (Four Stars) ‘Laugh-a-minute… well worth a look’ – Broadway Baby  

God of Carnage  

(Greenside, YO10 Productions 2013). God of Carnage was first performed at the York 

Drama Barn where it was one of few shows to be selected for the National Student 

Drama Festival. 

'McGregor orchestrates the discord with relish, letting it rise and fall, bringing emotions to 
sudden fury… this show is highly recommended.'  THE STAGE 
  
'Brave, unflinching and unintimidated. I wish I'd seen it before doing it myself!' Matthew 
Kelly, Olivier Award Winning Actor.  
  
'Very enjoyable, engaging and smart... incredibly entertaining'  Noises Off Magazine  
  
 **** Four Stars ‘A great insight into human nature, this is a joyfully frantic and intense piece 
of theatre performed by a slick and compelling cast.’ Broadway Baby     
  
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED SHOW  ‘Crisp direction…all four are fantastic in their roles…In 
all areas this was a cast that had nailed the play.’ FRINGE REVIEW. As well as being 
highly recommended, God of Carnage was in Fringe Review’s top 10 shows to see at 
Greenside Venue at the Fringe 
  
**** (2 Reviews both Four Stars) ‘McGregor’s directing brought the play to life. Every 
exchange was delivered with painful naturalism and the surprising moments of action 
perfectly timed and executed with precision. His attention to detail on all fronts resulted in a 
bold and intelligent drama. ‘God of Carnage’ was adult, professional and full of 
energy.’  EdFringe Review 
  
  ***** (Five Stars)  ‘A joy to behold... consistently brilliant acting & considered direction’ 
NOUSE   
  
‘One of the finest plays I've seen... McGregor has outdone Polanski it seems’  URY Radio 
  
 


